INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT
Several attempts have been made to interpret the analytical class number formula of an (absolutely) abefian number field K in an arithmetical way. First, consider K+ = K n R. In a number of cases formulas like
.c; are known. Here E ' is the unit group of the field K +, hi its class number, U a suitably defined group of "circular units," and ci a rational number that is (more or less) explicitly known. Beginning with Kummer, this theory has been developed by various authors (cf. [3, 6, 11) ). Iwasawa was the first to give an index formula analogous to (1) for the relative class number of the p'th cyclotomic field (cf. [4] ). A series of more general formulas for imaginary abelian fields K followed Iwasawa's result (cf. [9, 10, 111) . Typically, their shape is [R-:S]=h,.c,,
100 0022-3 14X/89 $3.00 where R-is the "imaginary part" of the integral group ring R = ZG over the Galois group G = G,= Gal(K/:/Q), S the Stickelberger ideal in R (appropriately defined), hi the relative class number of K, and ci a rational factor as in (1) .
The following problems are frequently connected with formulas of type (2) : Depending on the definition of S, it may happen that c; vanishes for certain fields K and [R -: S] becomes infinite (cf. [9] ); or, the other extreme, (2) is always true but it is very difficult to compute c; in many . cases [cf. [ 1 I] ).
In the present paper hi is shown to be the index of two additive subgroups of the ring 0 = Co, of algebraic integers of K, multiplied with a rational factor. The factor is explicitly given in terms of the ramification of K over Q. All quantities occurring in this index formula come from K directly (not "via group ring"). In this respect our result, rather than the Stickelberger formulas (2) is a very analogue of (1).
To be able to enounce the main theorem we need the following notations: Let n be the conductor of the abelian field K, Q,, = Q(c), c = ezniin, the nth cyclotomic field, and q= i.cot(n/n)= (1 +c)/(l -[)EC!?,,. If n is a composite (i.e., not a prime power), we put n* = n and q* = 9; if n = p', p prime, r 3 1, n* = pn, and q* = pn. In any case the number q* is in OH = Z[[], and hence its trace relative to K, i.e., q; = Tro",,(q*), is in 0 = OK. Let z E G be the complex conjugation. The sets Of = 0 n Iw = I,aE 0; r(a) = a} and 0 -= 0 n i[w = {a E 0; r(a) = -a} are R-submodules of 0. For the time being, let K be imaginary. Then each of 0 + and Co is a free Z-module of rank d/2, d = [K : Q] denoting the degree of K over Q. The module 0 ~ contains (1 -z) 0 = {a -5(a); a E I?}. Its index in 0 ~ is a power of 2 that will be computed below. The module (1 -z) 6, in turn, contains RnZ, and the corresponding index is the subject of our (main) Theorem 1.
As usual, Q means the unit index of K (Q = 1 or 2) and w the number of roots of unity in K. In addition, let 6 = 1DK/Di 1 be the absolute value of the quotient of the discriminants of K and K+. By eP, d,, cP we denote the ramification index, the residue class degree, and the number of prime divisors in K, respectively, of a rational prime number p (in particular, eP d, cP = d). The corresponding quantities for K + are denoted by e,C , dz , c,: . and ok(i.cot(n/n))= i.cot(~k/n).
In particular, the numbers i.cot(nk/n) (or ip .cot(rck/n)), 1 <k d n/2, (k, n) = 1, form a Z-basis of Rv$ if n is a composite (or n = p', respectively). The explicit values of Q, u', 6 are well known (cf., e.g., [12, pp. 39, 431) . If n is a prime power, both sets Y and Z?' are empty. In the composite case, write n = pro . nP, p J nP, for each prime divisor p of n. Then 5= {p; pin, 7~
(p)} and ZX= {p; pin, X$ (p)}, where (p) is the subgroup of (Z/n,Z) x generated by p. Finally, dP = 1 (p) 1 and c,, = cp(n,)ld,.
At The reader will find further analogies; for example, the character coordinates of 9, (or q, cf. Section 1) play a role in the proof of Theorem 1 similar to that of the character values of 0, in Stickelberger index theory. Sections 1 and 2 of this paper are devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. In Section 3 we give formulas corresponding to the "higher" Stickelberger index formulas of Kubert and Lang (cf., e.g., [S] ). The numbers in Q,, that replace the higher Stickelberger elements in QG, are, in substance, values of the higher cotangent derivatives.
The present work is closely connected with [2] , where the reader can find additional references and historical remarks.
APPLICATION OF CHARACTER COORDINATES
Let the above notations hold, with K not necessarily imaginary. As usual, we interpret the character group X, = {x: G, -+ C x; x a group homomorphism} as a group of Dirichlet characters mod II. Indeed, for XE X, and kE Z, (k, n) = 1, we put X(k) = ~(a,), when ck denotes the restriction of ck E G, to K. In the sequel f, will stand for the conductor of x, and xr for the primitive Dirichlet character mod f, belonging to x.
One of our main tools are the character coordinates introduced by Leopoldt (cf. [S]). For each UE K and each XEX~, the X-coordinate y,(x 1 a) is defined by (3) Here X=x-' is the complex-conjugate character of x, and T(X) is the Gauss sum Let us keep in mind two important invariance properties of the character coordinates [S, Sect. 1, formulas (5), (7)]. On the one hand, for each OEG=G,,
YK(X I o(a)) = x(a) Y,(X I a).
On the other hand, if L is a subfield of K and x E X,( c X,), then (4) Y& I a) = Y,(X I Trda)).
The following theorem about the discriminant D(a(a); o E G) of the set of conjugates of a is also contained in [S].
Let D, be the discriminant of K and a E K. Then
The proof of Theorem 2 given in [8] seems to be somewhat "ad hoc." However, the theorem is an almost immediate consequence of the wellknown formula for the abefiun group determinant. In our setting, this formula reads as (cf. [ 12, p. 711) Hence (3) yields D(da); 0~ G) = n,... bK(xla) T(;C))* = FI,.,,v&I~)* x n,, XK T(x) T(f). Observing that T(x). T(j) = ,Y( -1) .f, we obtain the theorem from the conductor-discriminant formula.
Due to Theorem 2, the module Ra = C,, G .&(a) has the (maximal) rank d if and only if all coordinates y,(x I a), x E X,, are different from zero. If this is the case and, in addition, a is in 0, Theorem 2 implies [Co : Ral = k n y,Axla). (6) XEXX One can therefore compute the index of Ra in 0 with the aid of the characters coordinates of a.
Next we prove a modification of formula (6) that is more adequate to the situation of Theorem 1 (and Theorem 6 below). We write X2 = {x E X,; I( -1) = 1 } for the character group of K + and Xi = X,\Xz for the set of odd characters of K. X6X.i
From the chain Rb c Rii 0 Ra c Lo + @ M SE 0 we learn that the left side of (7) Rii] can be cancelled on either side of (7) . Hence the only thing still to be shown is the identity Theorem 3 will be applied in the proof of Theorem 1, with M = (1 -r) 0 and a= ~2. In fact, qz is in (1 -7) 0. To see this, consider g,=(i.cot(n/n)+1)/2= l/(1-[). F or n composite, q, is in Co,, since 1 -[ isaunitofC?,.Then?*=(l-~)q,isin(l-z)0,andrl::in(l-~)O,.In the case n = pr one has to take into account that 1 -< divides p.
Let XEX~. Due to (5), y,(xI qz) =y,(xlrl*), where y,(xI -) means the X-coordinate with respect to the field 0,. These coordinates have been computed in [2] . We quote the result for higher derivatives of the cotangent, too, because this case will be needed in Section 3. This identity is the subject of Section 2.
Before concluding this section, let us examine an imaginary quadratic field K with conductor n and (nontrivial) character 1: Z -+ { 0, ) 1). In this case we can put together Theorem 4, formulas (3), (5), and the fact that T(x)= -iJ t n o enunciate a somewhat sharper version of Theorem 1. 
One essential difference between these two definitions is evident: In most cases it is not trivial to transform (9) into a representation of q, by a Q-basis. The numbers q, may also be written as (cf. [ 1, 21) ~m=(i/2)m.cot(m~1'(n/n), m 2 2.
If n is a prime power, q, is not an algebraic integer. Hence we put n composite, n=p', r>2, n=p,p'(m,p'+'fm.
Furthermore, let the number nz arise from n by multiplication with 1, p, P '+ ', in the respective cases. At any rate, ~2 is in Co,, due to a theorem of "von Staudt-Clausen" type shown in [I] . More precisely, qrZ: E S,+ for m even, and qz E 0; for m odd. Let qz,K be the trace v:.~= Tr,,,(~~).
In the previous sections we have collected all the requisites needed for an easy computation of the indices [Co: Rqz,, ] (K real, m even) and [Co-: Ru~,~] (K imaginary, m odd). In fact, one has to apply Theorems 3-5 and formulas (6), (8) . Here is the result. The formulas of Theorem 6 can be considered as the equivalent of the index formulas of [5] . Possibly a suitable modification of the lattices Rq;lr and Rv~,~ might cause a simplification of the right sides in Theorems 1 and 6.
